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The Food
Monsters
How they gobble up each other -and us.
Daniel Zwerdling
The concentration of wealth, money,
and property in the United States under the control and in the hands of a
few individuals or great corporations
has grown to such an enormous extent
that unless checked it will ultimately
threaten the perpetuity of our institutions.
-U.S. House of Representatives
report, 1914
o here we are, sixty-six years later, witnessing this preposterous spectacle: Sixteen food industry executives from the likes of
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Safeway and A&P, Lever Brothers
and Kroger, are filing past the black
wrought-iron gates of the White
House, where they will meet for sixty
minutes of "jawboning" from Jimmy
Carter over the food price crisis in the
supermarkets.
"Carter Chastises Food Executives
on High Prices," The Washington Post
reported later. Carter told the executives he was "particularly disturbed"
that supermarket prices keep climbing
while farmers' prices drop. He made
"pointed remarks" suggesting the food
industry might be " profiteering." The
drama " marked the furthest he has
gone in publicly chastising an industry
in the anti-inflation fight. " History can
only speculate how Kraft Chairman
W.0. Beers, who earns more than four
times the President's salary, suffered
the stings of such a scolding.

Carter's one-hour meeting, and the
barrage of press coverage that inevitably followed it, symbolize what's
wrong with the American public's understanding-or misunderstandingof the critical food crisis that confronts
the nation.
To begin with, Carter's Big Question-are the food companies profiteering?-is not one of the most important questions worth asking. Of course
the food corporations are earning
enormous profits, and it doesn't take a
Federal investigation to find out-just
pick up a recent issue of Business
Week. With profit rates of 26 per cent
at Kellogg, 19 per cent at Iowa Beef, 21
per cent at General Foods, and more
than 27 per cent at Lucky supermarkets , major food corporations
reaped profits last year as great as the
infamous profits of big oil. Still, blam-
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ing high profits for causing high prices
is misleading; if the corporations were
to cut their profits in half tomorrow , it
would not directly affect prices at the
supermarkets much . Yes, we are paying exorbitant prices for our food-but
exorbitant profits are not the cause of
the problem .
To muddle the issue even more,
Carter's " jawboning" session reduced
a grave national dilemma to a caricature , like a made-for-television movie.
Scene: grim-looking executives , striding tight-lipped into the White House.
Cut: a closeup of Jimmy Carter talking
tough , steely-eyed, in man-to-man negotiations. Dissolve to: corporate executives , defeated and chagrined ,
barking orders through their office intercoms--cu t profits , and cut food
prices, on order of the President of the
United States.
It is tempting to search for easy villains in the food crisis, because easy villains make for easy solutions. But the
root forces pushing food prices ever
upward are far deeper and more
dangerous. The forces behind the food
crisis aren 't a handful of individuals but
an entrenched political and economic
system-a corporate structure that has
been built over decades , with its own
logic, its own motives, its own imperatives. Long after the sixteen food executives summoned to the White
House have gone to Palm Beach or
their graves , the strategic imperatives
of the industry they briefly served will
dictate: The prices we
pay for food
must climb
higher, no
matter how
benignly the
Nebraska sun
shines or who happens to
be President. And as we pay surging
prices for our foods , the quality of the
foods on the market must decline.
These are the food industry's imperatives--imperatives, at least, until
consumers stop hunting Carter's phony
villains and start tackling the real stuff
of corporate power.

call why they are in business. Food corporations, whether General Mills or
Nestle or Continental Grain , are not in
business to produce food , any more
than Exxon is in business to produce
oil. Food corporations are in business
to produce money-and food , like oil ,
is merely one vehicle for making it. To
put it bluntly, the major corporations
that produce food-the most precious
resource , the sustainer of life-have
one overriding purpose , and that is to
amass all the riches and power they
possibly can.
Is this interpretation too strident?
" Ours is a simple objective," declares Philip Morris-Miller Beer executive John Murphy; the legs of his desk
dig into a red-and-white carpet bearing
the seal of arch-competitor AnheuserBusch. " It's to become Number One. "
"We'll earn every share of the market
we can," declares a top executive at
Kellogg, which has already wrestled a
controlling grip on the cereals market.
" I'm not satisfied ," Kellogg Vice President Arnold Langbo adds, "with a 42
per cent share."
With such corporate motives as the
backdrop, simple logic dictates
why food prices are rising and
why food quality is getting

worse . Close your eyes, lean your head
back, take some deep breaths, and relax. Now fantasize: Suppose you were
the leader of a food corporation. How
would you accomplish your corporate
mission-and double profits in the next
five years?
If you've reached into the Machiavellian shadows of your mind, you
might recall that when nations have
lusted after riches and power, they
have invaded weaker countries which
possess the resources they want. Spain
invaded Mexico for its gold . U .S.
troops seized Puerto Rico and Cuba for
their sugar. In political history , they
call the strategy imperialism ; in the
world of corporate finance , it's called
diversification through merger.
When you pay at the checkout
counters, you're financing the food conglomerates' takeover campaigns .
Corporate strategists at Pillsbury
yearn, they tell Business Week, "to do
combat with multibillion-dollar giants
such as General Foods and General
Mills." So they plunk down $152 million and take control of Green Giantand overnight grab a nationwide processed-vegetables market plus an extra
half-billion dollars in annual sales.
R.J. Reynolds, the $4 billion cig-
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hy does food cost so much?
It's easy to understand once
you understand the logic of
the food corporations, and understanding the logic is easy once you re-
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arette, transportation, and petroleum
empire , decides to branch out into
food . Reynolds does not buy a few
hundred acres and plant some seeds; it
comes up with $621 million and seizes
Del Monte , itself the archetypal
multinational octopus that plundered
banana plantations in the Philippines,
pineapple plantations in Kenya , asparagus farms in Mexico, plus ranches,
fisheries , and factories in two dozen
other countries to build a billiondollar-a-year empire as the most powerful producer of processed fruits and
vegetables in the world.
"The Great Takeover Binge," Business Week calls it. While consumers
paid record prices at the supermarkets,
the food megacorporations were gobbling up-and being gobbled byother huge corporations in the most
ferocious corporate takeover wars in
U.S. history. As the imperialists of the
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Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
knew so well, taking control of another
power-whether a country or corporation-buys instant market expansion ,
instant diversification, instant rivers of
cash. Especially in today's schizoid
economy, where the prices of corporate stocks tumble while every other
price soars, taking over existing firms
has become far cheaper than building
new ones from scratch. For many major food corporations-and other corporations, as well-takeovers have become the single most important strategy for building market power.
The quintessential food imperialist
is probably the nation's least known , at
least to consumers-Beatrice. Corporate executives like to reminisce
about the company's humble beginnings as a butter-and-egg firm in Beatrice, Nebraska. The firm started to acquire a string of dairies, the oil wells of

the food industry milked for their
steady stream of cash. While soldiers
fought the Axis overseas, Beatrice
picked up LaChoy Chinese foods-and since then, humble Beatrice has
seized more than 400 companies, many
of them small regional firms that the
conglomerate has muscled into national brands. Names that are household words to American eatersCanada Dry and Schweppes, Dannon
Yogurt , Aunt Nellie's vegetables ,
Louis Sherry ice cream, RC Cola, Sunbeam Bread and Clark Bars, Martha
White Flour, Eckrich Sausage and
Brookside Wines-are to the Beatrice
conglomerate just so many " profit centers," along with Airstream Trailers ,
Miracle White Fabric Softener, and
Samsonite Luggage, that funnel the incomprehensible torrents of cash-$7
billion last year-to fuel the expanding
conglomerate nation.
At a convention for Beatrice employes in Nashville, Fortune tells us,
corporate executives leaped to the
stage and led 700 employes " lustily in
the chorus of a song ... . 'We're Number One,' they sang, thrusting their
fingers into the air. The theme of the
convention , registered in placards,
banners and speeches, as well as the
song, was 'Number One,' i.e., Beatrice
now makes more money than any
other food processor. "
But more money is not enough
money. Beatrice executives say their
goal is to double sales before 1984. To
kick off their latest expansion campaign, they've declared war against

Coca-Cola-and plunked down half a
billion dollars to take control of Tropicana, a firm that already controls up to
half the bottled orange juice market in
some Eastern states.
Beatrice executives' grab to double
their power stems from more than their
reflex lust for more bucks. They know,
as all corporate executives do , that if
they don't expand their market power
another giant like Nestle will-because
Nestle knows that if it doesn't expand,
another giant will .. . and Beatrice will
lose its markets, perhaps forever. And
so, individual executives and corporations have become both perpetrators
and victims of an irrational system.
Trapped in its crazy momentum, the
corporate grab for power appears not
only rational but necessary.
You help finance these expansion
crusades at the supermarket, as conglomerates raise prices to nourish their
bank accounts with takeover cash.
When Beatrice seized Tropicana and
Reynolds seized Del Monte, they paid
$1 billion-$1 billion not to build new
factories , not to hire thousands of unemployed workers, not to create new
socially useful products, but merely to
change the name on some ownership
deeds. While these takeovers were
more expensive than most, they were
just two of several hundred food company takovers recorded in the past few
years.
But the biggest consumer cost of
these takeovers doesn't come directly
from the purchase price; it stems from
the future market power they give the
conglomerate imperialists . With 400
separate profit centers under its control , for instance , Beatrice is like a massive bank that collects money from all
over the globe and then shuffles and redistributes the profits wherever they
will do the most good. The rising price
you pay for Dannon Yogurt has less to
do with the state of the nation's udders
than with the cash-flow needs of Samsonite Luggage.
In this conglomerate scheme , how
much of the premium price you paid
last week for Minute Maid orange
juice-it costs 30 per cent more than
the store brand at my local Safewaywas dictated by the sun and the bugs on
Coca-Cola's orange groves in Florida?
And how much of the premium was
dictated by the conglomerate's far-

flung political and financial manipulations? How much of the premium was
tacked on to finance Coca-Cola' s
"free" soccer games and clinics for
children in Africa and the Middle East,
to build the brand name abroad? How
much to help Coca-Cola finance its
subsidiary, Aqua-Chem, Inc. , which is
struggling to get a grip on water desalination technologies in the Third
World? How much to help finance
Coke's chief executive as he shuttled
back and forth between Arab potentates, secretly negotiating like a corporate Kissinger to grab a monopoly
on their cola markets? How much to fi-

the evils of corporate advertising;
there's always at least one Congressional hearing in Washington, it seems,
where activists are warning how Kellogg "brainwashes" children to lust after cereals spun half from sugar (and
not just in the United States-the latest
beneficiaries of Kellogg's sugar propaganda are children in the Middle East
and South America) . But activists
seldom pinpoint the critical strategic
role that advertising plays in the corporate control of the economy and the
inexorably soaring price of food. Advertising is not just an expensive and
annoying tactic that corporations use

'Advertising has become a critical

cause of the corporate drive
to amass wealth and power'
nance Coca-Cola's recent joint purchase, with Japan's Mitsui Sugar Co.
and England's Tate & Lyle, the world's
largest sugar producer, of a sugar mill
in Swaziland? How much to nourish
Coca-Cola's massive new " money ,
muscle, and marketing" blitz on the
U.S. wine market, including $110 million worth of recent vineyard takeovers
and more than $13 million in wine ads
last year alone?
ack to your fantasy: You've
been amassing resources and
potential clout by taking control of other corporations. Now how do
you begin to harvest those resources ,
and make them pay off? Governments
have always consolidated power by
building mass loyalty with such tactics
as controlling education in the schools,
manipulating information in the media , and occasionally passing out direct
bribes (tax cuts before elections) . In
government circles they call it propaganda ; in the -corporate world it's advertising.
Consumers are paying rising prices
at the supermarkets to finance the corporate ad campaigns.
In the consumer-conscious 1970s, it
became almost fashionable to berate
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after they have acquired wealth and
power: Advertising has become a critical cause of the corporate drive to
amass wealth and power.
Procter & Gamble understands the
connection. This $7 billion conglomerate helped write the rules of mass advertising as it built the world's most
powerful empire devoted to satisfying
the oral and anal needs of the public.
Procter & Gamble executives learned
that the key to corporate power is to
become the Number One or Number
Two brand in a market-at least half
the shoppers in the supermarket, industry studies show, choose mainly the
top brand products, even though they
are the most expensive (and reap the
highest profits). And P&G executives
also learned they could virtually buy
control of the market if only they
bought enough advertising.
Today, P&G products are in control
at virtually every stage be tween
kitchen and toilet. When you .open
your mouth for a fix of sugar and fat ,
Pringles will be first choice for potato
chips and Duncan Hines will likely be
your cake (P&G controls almost 40 per
cent of the nation 's cake-mix market);
when you cook dinner, Crisco will be
one of your two main choices for fat ,
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and when you clean the grease off your
dishes you 'II squirt leading brands Joy
or Ivory Liquid ; when you orush your
teeth after a meal, you 'II use the king of
toothpastes, Crest (which alone accounts for 35 per cent of the toothpaste
on the nation 's shelves); when you defecate, White Cloud or Charmin will be
at your side (they dominate the toilet
paper market) while your little ones
will be protected by Luvs or Pampers
(70 per cent of the nation's disposable
diapers) . Procter & Gamble controls
the shampoos in your shower, and the
deodorants you squirt under your
arms--and when your clothes come
out of the washer, chances are fiftyfifty they'll smell like P&G Tide or
Cheer or one of the other P&G detergents that together have grabbed
half the nation's sales. Just to make
sure it gets good television ad time, the
P&G productions unit produces five
leading soap operas, including "Search for Tomorrow " and "As the
World Turns."
But Procter &
Gamble has other
markets to conquer, and some
years ago the
conglomerate
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targeted coffee. There were only two
obstacles: General Foods was by far
the most powerful coffee marketer in
the nation-in fact, in the world-and
P&G didn't own a single coffee bean .
But those weren't obstacles that a conglomerate ad budget could not surmount. Procter & Gamble picked up a
Southwest regional coffee company
named J .A. Folger, and starting about
eight years ago-using this coffee producer as its base-P&G's marketing
forces unleashed one of the most intensive ad and promotion wars the food industry has ever known .
Like Sherman's army ravaging its
way across the nation. Procter &
Gamble hit city by city in the industrial
heartlands of the East-launching
Folger ad blitzes and discount campaigns against General Foods' Maxwell House and crushing any small independent producers that stood in the
way. P&G struck Cleveland in
1972: "A horrible time was
had by all ," the
staid Tea and
Coffee Trade
Journal reported .
P&G invaded
Phi la-

delphia in 1973: " We're all bleeding to
death," a local coffee company executive moaned, as the conglomerate saturated television witb ads, mailed free
samples to 1.5 million homes and
twenty-five-cent discount coupons to a
million more. In 1974 P&G ravaged
Pittsburgh: By the time the "memorable bloodbath" was through, as Fortune put it, the $12 million local Breakfast Cheer company had been forced to
sell out. " We were raped," a company
official said.
And next the conglomerate blasted
Syracuse, flooding the market with so
many discount coupons and special
deals that it reportedly slashed the
price of Folger's coffee to less than fifty
cents per pound . General Foods followed suit-and within three years, retail sales of the local Paul de Lima coffee company plunged 80 per cent and
Folger had exploded out of nowhere to
grab 25 per cent of the market. " We
simply could not set our wholesale
prices to the grocers as low as these
companies were selling," Paul de Lima
Jr. told U.S . Senate investigators. This
year, Folger's marketing forces are
pushing into the Northeast as the new
Number One coffee producer in the
nation.
The. cost of the Procter & Gamble
war against General Foods has
been awesome. Last year
alone, according to Advertising Age , the
two giants spent
a combined
$80 million

on coffee advertising as they grappled
like overgrown schoolyard bullies to be
biggest on the coffee heap; the P&G
conglomerate has spent so much
money buying ads and slashing coffee
prices to woo consumers that in 1977 it
"lost" $60 million on the Folger subsidiary. I put "lost" in quotes because
P&G didn't really lose money-you
financed the coffee war when you paid
inflated prices for Duncan Hines cake
mix and other dominant P&G products, and the conglomerate merely
shifted its profits to subsidize the coffee
war.

If you live in one of the cities where
Procter & Gamble and General Foods
are dueling, don't be fooled by the bargain prices they are stamping on the
coffee cans. Like most megacorporations attempting to take control of a
market, the two conglomerates have
slashed prices-temporarily-to win
shoppers to their side. In Chicago and
Cleveland, some industry officials
charge, General Foods and P&G have
been selling coffee for less than it costs
to produce it.
But both P&G and General Foods
know their battles, no matter how expensive in the short run , are worth the
long-term payoffs. For they are seizing
an economic system and mass loyalty:
The two conglomerates already control
about 60 per cent of the U.S. coffee
market, and industry analysts expect
their monopoly control will expand in
the next few years. And unless the imperatives of history go haywire , consumers will see rapidly rising prices on
the coffee cans-just as coffee buyers
in Pittsburgh paid 70 per cent more
during a recent periodfor the same coffee than their relatives did in Chicago,
where the giants are still battling for
control of the market.

s megacorporations discover
that massive ad campaigns can
buy the nation's markets, they
are launching a Cold War in foods .
Each corporation frenetically tries to
outadvertise the competition by a few
more million dollars, just as the United
States and the Soviet Union grapple to
build one more warhead or missile or
tank. When Philip Morris bought Miller Brewing Company in 1972, Miller
was an ailing firm holding seventh
place in the beer market. But Philip
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Morris, the $3 billion conglomerate
that built its empire selling nicotine addiction abroad, knew that an ad fortune could do for beer what it did for
the Marlboro Man: Half a dozen years
and tens of millions of dollars later ("If
you've got the time , we've got the
beer':) Miller had quintupled sales and
become the nation's second leading
brewery, fast approaching the mighty
leader, Anheuser-Busch. During its
struggle to the top, according to economist Willard Mueller, the Philip Morris
conglomerate paid $120 million more
promoting its beers than it got back in
sales-proving once again, as Mueller

results is that their advertising budgets
explode to almost double the former
size, which raises the ante again. Food
advertising, which consumed a record
$12 billion in social resources last year,
has become the catalyst in a vicious
chain of corporate control-the prime
cause of corporate takeovers as well as
the result.
What happens to the firms that can't
afford the raised ante? Like
Pittsburgh's Breakfast Cheer coffee
company, they drop out of the market,
or out of business. The beer industry
used to be one of the nation 's most decentralized industries , dominated by

The final link in the
corporate strategy for control
... is ... the chain supennarket'
1

puts it , this "unique and awesome
power of the conglomerate" to buy entire markets almost at will.
Consumers probably don't care
which firm is Number One, or Number
Two, or Number Six-when I gave six
beer-loving friends a blind taste-test recently, not one of them could .distinguish the difference between Budweiser, Miller, Pabst, and Schlitz-and
the cheapest beer on the Washington
market, Yeungling. But to conglomerate executives, it's a matter of utmost
gravity. " 'We will remain NumberOne. ' " August Busch III told
Newsweek, "speaking very slowly . ..
with an icy stare." Philip Morris reportedly targeted $75 million on beer
ads last year, so Busch retaliated with
$100 million.
As the megacorporations battle it
out, grappling to launch preemptive
strikes with their booming ad budgets ,
all the competitors must follow-at
least, "everyone who can afford the
raised ante," as Business Week puts it.
But to afford the raised ante , the corporations must amass greater financial
resources, and to amass the necessary
resources , they must merge . When
food corporations merge , government
studies show, one of the first tangible

hundreds of feisty independents,
rooted in cowboy towns and the old
brick factories of gritty cities from
Hartford to Milwaukee to San Francisco-producing such brands as Lone
Star, Pearl , Buckhorn, Iron City. But
more than 300 breweries have been
gobbled up or wiped out in the past
three decades; now that the mightly nationals have raised the ante, says Coors
President Bill Coors , " We .. . have to
stay in the top five to survive. "
As the economy crumbles, you can
expect the advertising wars to become
even more fierce-and far more expensive. The megacorporations have
learned that when consumers are feeling most economically insecure , it's
time to hit them hardest. In the worst
years of food inflation , between 1973
and 1977, food industry strategists did
not relax their ad campaigns ; they
doubled them . And shoppers' loyalty
to the most heavily advertised expensive brands-call it brainwashing, call
it masochism-this loyalty became so
ingrained that as consumers screamed
about doubling food bills they did not
shun the most expensive brands in
favor of cheaper products. Rather ,
they flocked to the most expensive
brands like lambs skipping to slaugh6

ter. And the most expensive three
brands in most processed foods actually tightened their grip on the
market.
The 1980s promise to be a thrilling
decade, if my industry sources are
right-as Nabisco launches a massive
ad attack to challenge Pepsico's FritoLay bagged snacks; as General Foods,
R.J. Reynolds, and Coca-Cola duke it
out to be Number One in powdered
soft drinks; as Quaker, General Mills,
Pillsbury, and Nestle grapple on the
networks to dominate the booming
market for frozen pizzas.
How much will you pay at the supermarket checkout counters to finance
these inane advertising wars? On the
average, six cents of every dollar you
spend on processed foods will go
directly to buy ad time on television
and other promotion-but when you
buy one of industry's hot-selling brands
you'll pay far , far more. In a recent
year, breakfast eaters who bought
Kellogg's Country Morning, a socalled "natural cereal" that better resembles crumbled cookies, paid thirtyfive cents of every dollar merely to finance Kellogg's ads persuading them
to buy it again. And every gullible beer
drinker who bought a six-pack of Philip
Morris Lowenbrau shelled out about
fifty-five cents just to finance the
conglomerate's ad hypes-persuading
consumers to pay a premium price for a
pretentiously bottled beer that tastes
like all the rest.
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aving decided to build market
power with ad campaigns ,
you come to another critical
decision in your power fantasy : What
kinds of products will your ad dollars
sell best? Like Pentagon generals trying to sell Congress on a new tank or
candidates running for President, you
must persuade your potential buyers
that you are selling something different . As the marketing lingo goes,
you'll need to differentiate your products.
The easiest way to differentiate
foods , of course , is to process them.
Give them a new color. Or texture. Or
shape . Or flavor. That's why almost 80
per cent of the additives in foods , according to a General Accounting Office study, are cosmetics. And superprocessed foods also lend themselves,
unlike fresh foods , to corporate assembly-line production and massmarketing techniques.
Processed foods with artificial colors and flavors are less vulnerable to
the whims of weather or of striking
farmworkers; with push-button production lines, Procter & Gamble can
guarantee that its twenty-billionth
Pringle will look exactly like the firsta soothing element of stability and dependability that is essential to mass advertising appeals. With its Birds-Eye
broccoli petrified in synthetic cheese
sauce and encased in plastic, and its
Country Time lemonade artificially
colored against the ravages of the air,
the centralized factories of
General Foods can stockpile enormous quantities of products and
ship them to distant
corners of every
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supermarket shelf in the nationnever worrying that the broccoli might
wilt or that the " lemonade" might lose
its yellowish hue. At Campbell, engineers are inventing methods to keep
foods "fresh"-presumably including
their soups, Swanson frozen dinners ,
Franco-American ravioli , and Hungry
Man pizzas-for more than two or
three years.
Many consumers sense all this as
they weave through the supermarket
aisles. But few recognize the vital link
that processed foods forge in the chain
of corporate control : As food corporations merge, in part to amass the financial power they need to launch massive
advertising campaigns, the ad campaigns in turn dictate the kinds of foods
they must produce-processed. The
statistics before me fit together like a
battle plan: The fastest-growing segment of the food industry produces the
most intensively processed foods , and
the most intensively processed foods
are the most heavily advertised and the
most profitable.
And the corporations that produce
most of these foods and the ads that sell
them are those with the tightest
monopolistic grip on their marketssuch megagiants as General Foods,
General Mills, Procter & Gamble,
Kraft , Nestle, and Coca-Cola. "In my
business ," says Albert Clausi, vice
president at General Foods , "commodity is sort of a bad word."
When we pay high prices at the
checkout counters, we are financing the
food industry campaign to differentiate
and super-process foods .
" Consumer hot buttons"-that's
what the food marketers call those soft
areas of consumer vulnerability, those
needs and desires just waiting to be
tapped by the latest synthetic food . In
their efforts " to get a tighter grip on
their markets," as Business Week reports, the food corporations are ballooning budgets for " psychographic"
market research and new-product development. General Foods has beefed
up its new-product research , $70 million worth a year now, and is building a
gleaming new research lab. At Standard Brands, executives have increased
their research staff by 60 per cent in the
past few years. " Research has become
responsible for corporate growth ," declares Robert Carbonnell, vice presi-

dent of this $2 billion conglomerate
that produces Sun Maid raisins,
Fleischmann's margarines, Tender
Leaf teas, Baby Ruth candies, and a
dazzling number of spirits from Great
Nun and Weibel wines to Pernod liqueur and Benedictine.
What kind of "new product
thrusts," as food executives call them,
is Standard Brands making to zap the
hot buttons? Hold your breath: The
conglomerate's " most important product trial" in twenty years, according to
an industry magazine, is Smooth &
Easy, a margarine-like stick that becomes gravy when heated. Pillsbury is
making even bolder strides in its effort
to "redefine convenience foods," according to Vice President David
Ehlen-by inventing new boil-in-a-bag
main dishes for singles.
When a series of major nationwide
studies on "The American Family" appeared recently in the social research
literature, the sponsors were not profound academic thinkers pondering
the future of society-they were the research and development people at
General Mills. One bold response to
these six-year surveys is "High Protein
Breakfast Squares," a vitamin-fortified
candy breakfast designed for all those
women, who, the study revealed, are
going back to work and don't want to
dally over toast and eggs but are still
concerned with their family's health.
Breakfast Squares are a concoction of
sugar and saturated fats plus artificial
colors , flavors, and a slew of other additives; they are "a terrible tasting
product," according to General Mills'
own president, H . Brewster Atwater
Jr. But at $2.18 per pound they should
be earning hefty profits.
he corporate imperative to
transform food into synthetics
has virtually turned fresh commodities into a novelty item-fresh
fruits and vegetables account for less
than 10 per cent of supermarket sales.
And now even those few surviving
natural foods-natural , that is, if you
disregard the pesticide residues and
wax coatings-are rapidly approaching
extinction. Ten years ago , for instance,
the United Brands conglomerate of
Chiquita bananas fame bought out six
lettuce and celery growers in California, overnight becoming one of the two
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largest lettuce producers in the United
States. Two years ago, arch competitor
Castle & Cooke-which already controls half the nation's pineapples and
40 per cent of its bananas under the
Dole label-took control of the other
leading lettuce producer, Bud Antle,
itself a multinational operation with
far-flung ventures in Africa.
Now here's the interesting part:
United Brands and Castle & Cooke are
not interested in selling plain , unadulterated heads of lettuce ; they know
their conglomerate operations can't
produce lettuce of as good quality as
the smaller independent~ they are

now that General Mills is raising hydroponic lettuce in nutrient-filled
vats). Just before dinner you'll tear
open the bag, with that hermeticallysealed whoosh; then you'll pour the
ready-made salad, centrifugal-dried
and vacuum preserved, into your best
simulated wood-grain bowl.
The corporate imperative to process
the diet locks two more costs into rising
prices. Processing demands packaging-and the corporate imperative to
differentiate the packaging means
ever-growing costs for the art of embalming vegetables in a glossy pouch or
potato chips in a stylish tennis-ball can.

•Even those few surviving
natural foods ... are

rapidly approaching extinction'
choking out. (Who said, "Monopoly is
an enemy of good management"?
Adam Smith did , in 1776.)
"Ifwe fight with the little guys in the
commodity markets, they're going to
kill us," a top official at United Brands
Interharvest in Salinas, California, told
me , "because their costs are lower and
they produce a better product. The
only answer for a company our size is to
really differentiate our product. "
And so United Brands is channeling
its massive capital into what executives
predict will be "the next major breakthrough " in the lettuce industryprocessed-prepared salads -in-apouch . Every day the conglomerate
ships truckloads of its Sun Worldbrand prepared salads from its processing plants in Salinas, most of them destined for the fast food counters of
McDonald's and Burger King. But
United Brands' next big push will be
alongside Chiquita bananas in the supermarkets. The conglomerate is already test marketing its salad-in-a-bag
in Salt Lake City , Spokane , and
Atlanta. The day is not too far away,
some executives predict, when a head
of gentle , green lettuce will virtually be
a memory of the past. You 'll buy a
plastic pouch , marked with the Sun
World or Dole label ( or Betty Crocker ,

If Procter & Gamble took away the gtib
package from Pringles, you could slash
the supermarket price by about 20 per
cent-and that's typical of superprocessed foods .
But the next equation is even more
disturbing: Processing and packaging
mean expensive energy, lots of it.
Pillsbury's grand strategy to "redefine
convenience foods " will take the form
of pouches fabricated from polypropylene, polyester, and aluminum , three
of the most energy- and cost-intensive
materials on the market. This year,
U.S. Department of Agriculture researchers say, processing alone will
consume 40 per cent of all the energy
devoted to food production . And that
demand will mushroom in an era when
the United States-and the rest of the
world-confronts the most critical
energy crisis in history.
The links between corporate power
and processed foods and energy explain why consumer campaigns against
lousy food-ban Red No . 2 here , ban
sodium nitrite there-are ultimately
doomed to fail. Super-processed foods
fabricated from food additives are not
just the tasteless byproduct of corporate power, they are an imperative
building block of it. This was to be one
of the most important revelations in
8

Senator George McGovern 's historic
Senate Nutrition Committee report ,
Dietary Goals fo r the United States .
But , under attack from fearful members of the Committee , the warning
never made it into the published report. "The strong association of poor
nutritional quality with both high and
increasing [corporate] co ncentration
remains irrefutable ," wrote economist
John Connor , now at USDA , in a preliminary , pioneering study commissioned by the Committee staff. " If past
trends [toward corporate control] continue , the nation can expect a worsening situation .... "

Mitchell , like others speaking for
the supermarket industry , neglected to
explain that his grocer's penny is an after-tax penny ; if you really want to
know how much profit you 're giving to
the megachains , you have to examine
their pre-tax figures , and those are far
higher. In a recent year you were paying about three cents on every dollar
you gave Safeway just to nourish its
bank accounts , and as much as four
cents at chains like Winn-Dixie. That
means a family of four shelled out up to
$50 last year just to fuel the megachains' profits. Don ' t weep with
Safeway's Mitchell. The major chains

'Those zebra stripes on
almost every package
... could cost $5 billion. • • •I
It was an economist's passionless
way of delivering the chilling news:
Unti l the nation 's economic system
changes , the quality of the food in this
country will not-cannot-improve
significantly . It must get worse.
he fina l link in the corporate
strategy for control of the food
system is , of course , the chain
supermarket. It is curious how the supermarkets portra y them selves as
weak and impoverished victims of
forces beyond their control . I recall the
spectacle of Safeway President William " Billy" Mitchell , the most powerful spokesman for the megachains, sitting before a Senate committee five
years ago and deflecting charges that
supermarket profits were too teep.
Mitchell la unch ed int o th e supe rmarkets ' favorit e th e me- th a t the
average supermarket chain was earning only a penny of profit on eve ry dollar of sales. " If all those net profits were
handed back to grocery store customers at the end of each week ," Mitchell told the committee , " they would
not even have received enough to pay
for their postage to send a letter to their
respective Senators , regular mail. The
old nursery rhyme about a penny for a
spool of thread certainly holds true for
the grocer. ' A penny for the grocer.' "
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have been earning high profits in recent years-" well above the average of
all but the most concentrated American industries," according to University of Wisconsin economists Willard
Mueller and Bruce Marion .
It makes sense , because the major
supermarkets are one of the nation 's
most concentrated industries. In most
of the 200 leading cities and towns, a
cartel of four or fewer supe rmarket
chains already controls food sales, and
the monopoly hold is fast increasing .
When we pay at the ch ec k o ut
counters, we are financing the megachains' city takeover campaigns.
One of the most expensive monopoly tactics is o versto rin g. Ju st as
General Mills floods the shelves with
breakfast cereals to ensure that wh atever kind you buy, it's Betty Crocker ,
so Safeway saturates a target city with
stores to make sure when you dash into
the nearest supermarket , it 's a Safeway . Overstoring jacks up supermarket costs as the chains build more
stores on more high-priced parcels of
land than a city 's population-or
economic efficiency-would justify.
According to Canadian studies , which
serve as a rough guide , you pay four
cents on every supermarket dollar just
to subsidize your supermarkets' overstoring tactics.

We pay rising prices in towns controlled by supermarket cartels to subsidize their takeover battles elsewhere .
As economists Marion and Mueller
discovered in an investigation for the
Congressional Joint Economic Committee , powerful chains pump up
prices in cities where they have already
achieved control. Then they shift those
superprofits to subsidize operations in
other cities where prices and profits are
still low , in an effort to get a grip on the
market. As Mueller and Marion put it
in a flight of Biblical inspiration , the
megachains " rob Peter to pay Paul. "
Suppose you were an employe in the
Justice Department's Anti-Trust Division : You probably would have paid
$400 more for your family 's groceries
last year in Washington-where Safeway and Giant Food control 70 per cent
of the market-than your relatives
paid in Phoenix , where the chains are
still competing for control.
We're paying rising prices as the
chains use expensive technologies to get
a firmer grip on their markets .
The most infamous technological
bogeyman is the Universal Product
Code system-those zebra stripes on
almost every package that enable supermarkets to ring up groceries by
computer. An industry-wide shift to
computer checkouts could cost $5 billion , according to researcher Amanda
Spake , and consumers will foot the bill .
But the most painful expense of the
computer systems won 't be the costs of
conversion : It will be the power the
technology gives the chains that can afford it to analyze market patterns and
manipulate prices better than ever before . The computer systems give supermarket executives instant , sophisticated market research information"scanner intelligence ," the industry
calls it-that reveals exactly how many
customers buy how many products at
what prices at which stores.
When Ralph's supermarkets , one of
the leading chains on the West Coast,
installed its computer systems, it tried
an experiment : Overnight , the chain
raised the price of its " bargain" storebrand orange juice at just two stores .
When the computer reported that
shoppers hadn't noticed the difference ,
Ralph's executives raised their bargain-brand prices chain-wide . On the
other side of the country, Giant Food

executives will use scanner intelligence
to tailor specific food products to specific neighborhoods , store by store .
" We ' ll wind up with supersophisticated mom-and-pop operations ," Giant Executive Donald Buchanan says-helping this $1 billion
chain wipe out the few remaining independents that survive on their ability to
cater to ethnic neighborhood tastes.
ow much are we overpaying for
food? When we come to the
ultimate.question, we unlock
the ultimate scandal: Nobody has the
information. The Federal Government
has never forced corporations to disclose how much their foods cost to produce and how much money they are
earning. The Federal Trade Commission announced several years ago it was
launching a major investigation of supermarket prices and profits, but the
investigation died before it got off the
ground-when the megachains announced they would refuse to cooperate. The most fundamental facts of human survival-how much money our
nourishment costs to produce and how
much we are overpaying for it-have
been blessed by the Government as
private corporate secrets.
And so the handful of economists
who believe it is important to crack
industry's secrets have been fore ~d to
become food industry sleuths . FTC
economist Russell Parker and USDA
economist John Connor sifted through
Governmen' documents and industry
reports and business magazines, and
amassed bits and pieces of data on corporate ad expenses and sales and
profits. When they cranked them into a
computer, they produced some interesting results: The nation's food
manufacturers , Parker and Connor estimate, charge $15 billion more than
they would if the industry were not so
tightly controlled. Using similar computer wizardry , economists Mueller
and Marion have p.oduced data suggesting the supermarket monopolies
have inflated prices another $1 b:llion.
It all adds up to almost $300 per year
for a family of four .
But these estimates, while clearly
the best clues yet produced , don 't
come close to estimating the massive
amounts of money that the food conglomerates are forcing consumers to
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overpay for their food . For they suffer
a fatal flaw : The studies analyze price
differences within the U .S. corporate
food system as a given . They compare
how much you pay for Hamburger
Helper produced by corporate monopolies that spend exorbitant amounts of
money on advertising, to how much
you'd pay for Hamburger Helper produced by less powerful corporations
that spend somewhat less on ads.
The studies don't challenge the corporate food system itself: How much
are we overpaying for a national system of foods that are processed and
synthesized and energy-intensive and
propagandized in the mass media in the
quest for booming corporate profits-and how much would we pay for a system of foods that are fresh and energyconserving, and produced by decentralized firms with the aim of providing
Americans with the most satisfying,
healthful, and reasonably priced diet
possible?
Ask that question , and the corporate overcharges become awesome.
How much are consumers paying in
dollars-and anguish-as they succumb to such degenerative illnesses as
hypertension, heart disease , and cancer that conglomerate diets cause?

How much do they pay as the megacorporations consume billions of dollars
that could be spent on solving critical
social problems-housing, mass transportation , health care, new energy
sources-and divert the wealth instead
to their inane struggle to produce the
nation's best-selling powdered soft
drink or frozen pizza crust?
s I write this , the conglomerate
takeovers quicken-The New
York Times arrived this morning: " Nestle to Acquire Beech-Nut
Foods." In some ways, warnings about
the impending conglomerate takeover
of our food supply come too late, for
conglomerates already control the
nation's food supply far more extensively than most Americans understand. In most food products-not
many, most-two to four corporations
already have seized control of the
market. In this vast nation of 220 million people, only fifty manufacturing
firms now control the means of food
production. Sitting at his desk in his
cramped cubicle, surrounded by stacks
of papers and economic reports , Russell Parker tries to assess the enormity
of what this means: " When you have
only fifty firms accounting for 64 per
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cent of all the industry assetsremember , food is about 20 per cent of
all consumer expenditures, which is a
pretty damned big chunk-then I'd say
that's pretty tight control by a few
firms. And if we project what's happening into the future, " Parker says
glumly, "things only look worse ."
Tight control by a few firms. The
phrase has a weary ring to it, wrung out
and overused by a decade of activists.
But how many Americans really comprehend just how tight that handful of
corporations is? When you go to the
checkout counter next time, how will
you sort out the implications of these
facts: that in a recent year, corporate
directors of Standard Brands, Procter
& Gamble , Del Monte , H.J . Heinz,
General Mills, Kraft , and Pepsico all
sat together on the board of directors
of General Motors; that one of the two
controlling stockholders of Pepsico
was New York ' s mighty Bankers
Trust, which in turn was controlled by
corporate directors from General
Foods , Heinz , Campbell , Philip
Morris, Kraft , and Nabisco ; that the
other leading stockholder of Pepsico,
along with Bankers Trust, was the titan
Morgan Guaranty Trust, which was
also a leading shareholder of archcompetitor Coca-Cola as well as super-

rivals Anheuser-Busch and Philip
Morris; that the corporate board of
J.P. Morgan was steered by directors
from Procter & Gamble, from Campbell , Coca-Cola, and Standard Brands,
while Morgan's stocks were controlled
in part by Bankers Trust and Citibank;
that the corporate directors of Citibank
and its parent Citicorp came from
Procter & Gamble , Kraft, Pepsico,
Beatrice, and Philip Morris; and that
Morgan Guaranty in turn was the top
controlling stockholder of Bankers
Trust and Citicorp, as well as the second-largest controlling stockholder
of-we're back where we beganGenernl Motors.
There's no way to understand the
full implications of this economic Mobius strip-we can only add it to the
other pieces of the food price puzzle.
And as the pieces begin to fall into
place, they form a rough picture of the
food dilemma that Americans confront : No FTC investigations will ever
break up the conglomerates----the FTC
started its anti-trust effort against the
cereal manufacturers back in 1968, and
Government officials predict a final
ruling is still at least five to ten years
off. And that affects just one of hundreds of food product industries. No
Congress beholden to business interests will pass tough laws striking at
conglomerate power: The latest move
in Congress, in fact, is to gut the
meager powers of the
FTC, not to strengthen
them . No zealous prosecutors will halt conglomerate manipulations of the market:
When the state of Col-

orado convicted Beatrice recently of
bribing giant retailers to sell its dairy
products, the criminal fine--"the biggest in state history," an assistant attorney general told me-hit Beatrice like
a mosquito, stinging it for about fifteen
minutes worth of sales.
The pieces add up: No conventional
Government actions will make a significant dent in the inexorable inflation and
deterioration of the nation's food supply.
Economist Parker has made a career of sorts in recent years of testifying
before various Congressional committees on the need for this bill restricting
corporate mergers, or that bill
strengthening anti-trust laws, or the
need for new regulations forcing corporations to disclose at least some
financial information . But in those

gloomy moments of reflection that
come at the end of a day , Parker is
changing his tune: "Recent events
make me think that public policy isn't
going to be an effective instrument to
change all this;" he says. " But if public
policies can't stop the corporate takeovers," I asked Parker, "what's left?"
There was a long silence. Suddenly,
Parker started to laugh. He was silent
again. "You want me to say, 'Take to
the streets,"' Parker said, quietly. He
paused. "But I can't say that."
ven as conglomerate power rolls
like thunderheads over a cornfield , there is a stirring, a rustling of citizens starting to fight back,
like a seed struggling to sprout. Food
co-op networks are spreading in Minnesota, and consumers and farmers are
launching direct-marketing projects in
Tennessee. Small farmers are banding
together in South Dakota, and working-class citizens are raising food on
patches of land in the center of Boston.
These aren't answers, they are beginnings-first steps toward a national
food system in which citizens and their
elected representatives decide what
foods and other vital natural resources
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should be produced in their communities and regions .
It was a coincidence , perhaps, that a
new film premiered last year in Crosby,
North Dakota. Northern Lights is a
rough-hewn , flawed but moving epic
documenting the struggles of the Nonpartisan League, a populist alliance of
angry small-town citizens and farmers
that came from nowhere in 1916--and
took control of the state political machine , and founded the nation's first
public-controlled grain elevators and
banks. As Northern Lights portrayed
it, the flashpoint for the citizens-the
moment they stopped wringing their
hands against the abuses of the Eastern
monopolies and decided to strugglecame at the moment of understanding.
They understood that an economic
and political system erected by humans, no matter how powerful, could
be toppled and rebuilt by humans. At
the dawn of the 1980s, understanding
why we pay too much for our food is
the first step-a small but critical
step-toward forging the solution.
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